
By David Sharp

Before there was Donald Trump, there was Paul
LePage, a brash businessman with a blunt style
who bonded with blue-collar workers in an eco-

nomically lagging state that previously was a reliable bas-
tion of Democrats and moderate Republicans. “I was
Donald Trump before Donald Trump became popular,”
LePage joked after throwing his endorsement behind
Trump last month. Indeed, the two-term governor has
taken credit for providing a template, saying he and
Trump are cut from “the same cloth.”

Maine, in many ways, represents just the kind of state
where Trump has resonated. “It’s a rural state and it’s suf-
fering through the process of post-industrialism, and
that’s leaving a lot of people behind,” said Mike Cuzzi, a
Democratic strategist and Maine resident. “A lot of people
are feeling angry, like both the political parties have let
them down.”

The Maine GOP caucuses yesterday coincide with
Republican voting in Kansas, Kentucky and Louisiana.
With no public polling, there are few indicators how well
Trump might fare, but he won neighboring New
Hampshire. Trump has proven especially resonant with
white, working-class voters who feel left behind by an
economy that has shifted away from manufacturing jobs. 

In Maine, Trump and LePage have drawn from voters
who’ve watched as paper mills, textile mills and shoe fac-
tories have closed because of overseas competition, said
Allen Holmes, a Trump supporter from Rockland. Their
blunt language and promises to shake up the establish-
ment make sense to those voters. “They’re tapping into
the frustration of Mainers,” said Holmes, a certified public
accountant. He said ruffling a few feathers “is not such a
bad thing.”

Like Trump, LePage started his career in business,
launching a consulting firm and eventually becoming the
general manager of a local chain of discount stores. But
unlike Trump, he comes from humble roots. LePage grew
up poor, and ran away from home when he was young,
briefing living on the street. He shined shoes and washed
dishes, and struggled with college because his first lan-
guage was French. Trump, in contrast, grew up the son of
a highly successful New York real estate developer.

Yet both have shaken the GOP establishment, devel-
oped reputations as sometimes crude speakers and
shown a deep disdain for the media. LePage once said
he’d tell President Barack Obama to “go to hell,” and told
the Portland chapter of the NAACP to “kiss my butt”. He
recently said drug dealers with names like “D-Money,

Smoothie, Shifty” were coming into Maine to sell heroin
and “impregnate a young white girl before they leave.” He
later apologized, calling the racially charged statements a
slip of the tongue.

“Donald Trump is a little bit like I am. He says what
needs to be said,” LePage said Thursday as he introduced
Trump at a Portland rally. “Most of all folks, he’s not afraid
of the United States liberal media,” LePage said, adding:
“They dislike him nearly as much as they hate me.” LePage
had originally endorsed New Jersey Gov Chris Christie,
who dropped his bid after a disappointing showing in
New Hampshire. After Christie shocked supporters by
endorsing Trump, LePage followed the same day.

Justin Baggs, a young father from South Berwick who

attended Trump’s rally, said LePage and Trump resonate
because they say what others might think but are unwill-
ing to say aloud. “They know what they’re going to say is
going to offend others, but they’re saying what the
majority of people believe to be true,” said Baggs, 34. Josh
Tardy, a Republican activist and former lawmaker from
Newport, said voters appear infatuated with the outspo-
ken style the two share. “They’re both bare-knuckle
brawlers,” said Tardy, who supports Trump rival Marco
Rubio. “They’re not ambiguous about what they say. ...
That’s both good and bad. But you never have to ques-
tion where they’re coming from.”  —AP
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In this March 3, 2016 photo, Republican presidential candidate Donald Trump is welcomed onstage by
Maine Gov Paul LePage at campaign stop in Portland, Maine. —AP

This has been one crazy political week. It has been so
tumultuous and, in some ways, so calamitous for the
Republican party, that we may be witnessing a fatal rup-

turing of the GOP. The week began with Donald Trump disas-
trously equivocating before making an outright repudiation of
the Ku Klux Klan and ended with elements of the Republican
establishment declaring war on Trump. In between: on Tuesday,
Trump won primary contests in seven more states; on
Wednesday, the GOP’s 2012 nominee, Mitt Romney, delivered a
blistering attack against Trump declaring that he had to be
stopped from winning the 2016 nomination; and, on Thursday,
the four remaining Republican candidates met in Detroit for
what can only be called “the ugliest, dirtiest, meanest, and, at
times, most childish presidential debate” in recent history.

There is no question that the GOP establishment is alarmed.
Their leading candidate is most certainly not a conservative. In
fact, he has taken positions during this campaign that not only
violate conservative orthodoxy, many of them also fly in the
face of common sense (building a wall and forcing Mexico to
pay for it, imposing a 35 percent tariff on Chinese imports, to
name a few). More than that, Trump is an embarrassing vulgari-
an whose lifestyle, values, and language offends the sensibili-
ties of the Republican elite. And so, they are panicking. And
their panic is compounded by the fact they see no clear path
forward. Early on, the GOP leadership tolerated Trump. His no-
holds barred “tell it like it is” style excited crowds, especially
appealing to economically insecure and politically vulnerable
white working class voters. There were no alarm bells going off
since the establishment had seen this dynamic play out in past
elections with the likes of Sarah Palin, Michele Bachmann,
Herman Cain, and the entire Tea Party enterprise. The GOP
knew how to play this game. First, they fired up the white work-
ing class with a combination of social issues (abortion, gays,
“Christian values”) and fear of the “other” (blacks, illegals, and
Muslims) and then they co-opted this energy to help their
establishment-supported candidates win. One Republican
strategist told me early on that he feared confronting Trump
because he didn’t want to lose the support of the voters Trump
was bringing into the GOP. Much the same was said this week
by former Education Secretary William Bennett - “We’ve been
trying to get white working class into the party for a long time.
Now they’re here in huge numbers because of Trump and we’re
going to alienate them? I don’t get it. Too many people are on
their high horse”.

Momentum 
The problem, of course, is that the Trump movement has

gained such momentum and its leader has such a massive ego
that he can’t be so easily co-opted and may even win the nomi-
nation outright. The next source of the establishment’s panic is
that they have no alternative candidate. Many had hoped Jeb
Bush would emerge. He didn’t. Others placed their money on
Chris Christie. Not only didn’t his campaign go anywhere, but
his contempt for his competitors so outweighed his loyalty to
the establishment that after withdrawing from the race he
endorsed Trump.  Those who backed Marco Rubio have looked
askance at his demeaning and sometimes crude anti-Trump
antics - which have diminished him as a serious candidate. John
Kasich, the most serious of the contenders, has offended the
conservative wing of the party with his unorthodox positions
on immigration, healthcare, and gay rights. This has left Ted
Cruz, whom the party leadership dislikes almost as much as
they dislike Trump, since Cruz has also made his reputation by
railing against the establishment.

With no clear alternative in the field, the task of taking on
Trump fell to Mitt Romney. Not only did the former Republican
nominee deliver a withering attack on the current front-runner,
Romney also laid out scenarios that would deny Trump the
nomination. Romney suggested that if all remaining candidates
remain in the race and continue to accumulate delegates,
Republicans could go to their convention with no single candi-
date having the delegates needed to win the nomination on
the first ballot. In such an “open contested convention”, new
candidates could emerge (even Romney himself) and multiple
ballots could take place until one candidate would receive the
needed majority. There are two problems with this scenario. In
the first place, Romney, though respected by the leadership, is
not the ideal messenger for this anti-Trump crusade since he
represents the face of the very same establishment that Trump
and Cruz have been campaigning against. And should the anti-
Trump forces see their candidate defeated by what they will
view as a “GOP establishment fix”, the concern Bill Bennett has
expressed will no doubt play out. Polls of Republican voters
have shown that while 20% will not vote for Trump if he’s the
party’s nominee, another 20 percent say they will not vote
Republican if Trump is not the nominee. And so, mid-way
through this primary season, the GOP is in a “damned if they do,
damned of they don’t situation”. How it plays out isn’t clear, but
one thing is clear - Republicans have a serious Trump problem
that will redefine their party in 2016 and beyond.
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For months, Ted Cruz and Marco Rubio tried to tear
each other down in a bid to become Donald Trump’s
top challenger. The senators are now unlikely allies in

an effort to stop Trump’s march toward the Republican
nomination. The strategy shift was on full display in
Thursday’s Republican debate. Rubio and Cruz ignored each
other almost entirely, choosing to instead fully focus their
attention on the billionaire businessman whose surprising
dominance of the 2016 race has shaken the Republican
Party to its core.

Cruz and Rubio’s moves underscore the desperate situa-
tion in which they find themselves. A clear path to winning
the nomination through the traditional primary process
seems increasingly out of reach.  Instead, they’re eying a
deeply complicated, long-shot plan to stop Trump at a con-
tested convention. It’s a blueprint that probably works only
if Rubio and Cruz, along with John Kasich, the Ohio gover-
nor, stay in the race, siphoning delegates away from Trump
as the primary process weaves its way across the country for
months to come.

So when Rubio and Cruz took the stage in Detroit in
Thursday, they shelved their well-practiced attacks on each
other’s immigration policies, national security views and
campaign tactics. Instead, Rubio hammered Trump for man-
ufacturing his branded clothing in China and Mexico, not
the United States, and challenged the practices of a Trump-
branded educational company that’s facing lawsuits. Cruz
questioned why the Republican frontrunner had donated to

Democrats, including Hillary Clinton, and accused him of
having “used government power for private gain.”

“Do you understand the principles that made America
great in the first place?” Cruz asked Trump, knocking the bil-
lionaire’s now-famous campaign slogan. At several points
during the two-hour debate, Trump appeared to be trying
to pivot toward the general election, a strategy often
employed by a party’s presumptive nominee. He never
flinched when asked about his campaign contributions to
Clinton, embraced a “softening” of his position on allowing
visas for highly skilled overseas workers, and suggested he
would be willing to negotiate on his broader immigration
policy, as well as on other areas.

“You have to show a degree of flexibility,” Trump said. “If
you’re going to be one way and you think it’s wrong, does
that mean the rest of your life you have to go in the wrong
direction because you don’t think you want to change?” If
Rubio and Cruz succeeded at anything Thursday with their
constant barrage of attacks, it was blocking Trump from fully
evolving into a more palatable general election candidate.
Their needling rattled the first-time candidate, sending him
back to his deep reserve of biting personal insults.

Chaos 
He repeatedly belittled “Little Marco” and “Liar Ted”. And

in a stunning moment on a presidential debate stage, he
rebuffed Rubio’s mocking of his hand size - widely viewed as
an insult about his sexual prowess - by declaring, “I guaran-
tee you, there’s no problem” in that area. The prospect of
Trump, with his over-the-top persona and vague, shifting

policy positions, winning the nomination has plunged the
Republican Party into chaos and sent Republican elites on a
desperate search for ways to stop him.

They’re motived by a belief that Trump would lose a gen-
eral election to Clinton and hurt down-ballot candidates in
competitive races, and a fear that his nomination would split
the party so deeply that it could take decades to make it
whole again. After strong showings in the first rounds of pri-
mary contests, Trump has claimed 329 delegates, with Cruz
capturing 213, Rubio 110, and Kasich 25. The three candi-
dates chasing Trump are now in a fight to keep him from get-
ting the 1,237 delegates needed to secure the nomination.

Cruz did his part by winning his home state of Texas on
Super Tuesday. Rubio and Kasich will need to win at home as
well when Florida and Ohio vote on March 15. Under this
admittedly challenging scenario, the field would press on
through the spring, with all of the candidates picking up del-
egates, but none reaching the number needed to clinch the
nomination. The Republican nominee would then be decid-
ed upon at the party convention in Cleveland in July.

The strategizing over a contested convention has been
layered with angst-filled discussions among some conserva-
tive leaders about whether they could rally around a third-
party candidate if Trump does become the nominee. But
Rubio and Cruz made clear they wouldn’t join those seeking
an alternative option if they can’t stop Trump. After two
hours of pummeling Trump’s character and castigating his
readiness to be president, both said unequivocally that they
would fall in line behind the businessman and support his
candidacy if he becomes the Republican nominee.  —AP

Rubio, Cruz forge alliance to block Trump


